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EASY-STITCHER PR50
HTECH PR50

machine description ::

final product sample ::

PR50 machine is ideal for closing single bags made from mesh, paper,
polypropylene or jute materials.
Machine is made of stainless steel and therefore is very durable and easy for maintainance. Each bag is
manually placed on roller section with the opening up. Depending on the size of the bag, the supporting
bottom conveyor can be moved fluently up and down by a handle to allow convenient work.
The automatically moving belt takes the bag over and there is a guiding double plate before the V-belts
so no risk occurs that hands get caught by the belts. The Fischbein sewing head is simple to maintain,
durable and its construction saves the thread that is clipped off right when the end of bag is detected
by an optoelectrosensor. Closed bags can then be easily taken off the belt at the end.
The PR50 machine is inexpensive, cost effective and very easy to be moved around any packhouse. It is
perfect for a small packhouse or as a complement of larger production lines, especially when linked to any
of the popular one-channel dosing machines.

technical data ::
package
belt speed control
interface
electric requirement
air requirement
power consumption
machine dimensions
total net weight

optional add-ons ::
2 - 50 kg
fluent adjustment by frequency inverter
manual / button controls
400 V+ N+ PE 50 Hz
6 bar / 20 l per minute
0,75 kW
W×L×H / 1010×2410×1735 mm
130 kg

- chute for bag filling from a belt
- wheels for easier manipulation
- bag counter
- side slide
- roller section at the end

PR50

1008

1735

right hand version

320

max. 775

sewing level

2407

